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The Family Dynamics and its importance in homeopathic
management of ADD and ADHD - i i lustrated on a case of

ADHD - chi ld
Dr Dora Pachova, Maria Djongova, Dr Maria Grozeva

We must all face the fact that the num-
ber of children with attention deficit
disorders and hyperactivity has in-
creased in the last few years. As ho-
meopaths we accept that the homeo-
pathic interview (the picture given by
the child and the parents) provides all
the needed information to prescribe
the right remedy. In difficult cases
we look for hetero anamnesis - how
somebody else will describe the pa-
tient. This is not enough. \A/hat we re-
ally need is a clear objective picture of
the family d;rnamics and any changes
prior to and during the pregnancy, af-
ter the delivery, and when the family
becomes aware of any problems with
the child.

When we do not get good results
with remedies prescribed on the total-
ity of the child, we can then prescribe
on the totality of the family dynamics.

The reason to choose this subject is
to share my experience of team work-
ing in these cases. I have 18 years ex-
perience as a homeopathic physician

and 15 years experience as a homeo-
pathic teacher. For the last 15"years I
have worked alongside clinical psy-
chologists and I am very thankful for
the knowledge I leam from them - Ma-
ria Djongova and Emilian Kroumov.

The last two years I have visit-
ed the tor,rm of Haskovo for supervi-
sion of one of my students - Dr. Ma-
tiaGrozeva, a pediatrician working as
a family doctor. There we had a series

of ADHD cases and almost all of them

were improving very good, which was
not the case in Sofia and other towns

where I do supervisions. I asked my-
self "\rVhat is different here?" The dif-
ference was in the fact that she as a
pediatrician and family doctor and
myself as a homeopath working in
close contact with clinical psycholo-

gists gave us the real picture of the
family dynamics. This integration of
the two helps in finding the similli

mum and is also the right approach to-
wards working with the family mem-

bers.

What are family
dynamics?
Family dlmamics includes fami-
ly alignments, hierarchies, roles, as-
cribed characteristics and pattems of
interactions within a family.

Family dynamics refers to indi-

vidual interpersonal roles all mem-

bers play in the family and how they
affect each other. It means the way the
members of the family work together

and how they develop.

What influences family
dynamics?
Some of the many influences on the
family d;mamics include:

o nature of the parents'relationship

o having a particularly soft or strict
parent

o number of children in the family

o personalities of family members

o anabsentparent

o the'mix' of memberswho areliving
in the same household

o level and type of influence from
extended family or others

o a chronically sick or disabled child
within the family

o events which have affected family
members, such as aorafifair, divorce,
trauma, death, unemployment,

homelessness

o other issues such as family violence,

abuse, alcohol or other drug use,
mental health difficulties, other dis-
abilities

o family values, culture and ethnicity,
including beliefs about gender
roles, parenting practices, power or
status of family members

o nature of attachments in family (ie:

secure/ insecure)

o dymamics of previous generations
(parents and grandparents fami-
lies)

o broader systems - social, economic,
polifi cal including poverty

Keeping families healthy
Every family has conflicts from time
to time. What makes a family healthy
is the ability to work through those
conflicts in a positive way. \A/hen
families are in trouble, it is often
because th"y have become stuck
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repeating the same negative pattems

over and over. \A/hy, You might

ask, would a familY PlaY out the

same conflict daY after daY, making

everyone miserable? Families that are

healthy do change; those that cannot

change develop symptoms of illness'

Quite oftery a child's "bad" behavior

(or anxious behavior) is a symptom of

afamily that is not weli'

Let us see how the knowledge of

family dynamics can helP in choos-

ing the right remedy and therefore be-

come more imPortant for successful

long term management.

The homeoPathic interview and

follow up will be presented as a basis

for explaining my ideas about family

dymamics and homeoPathY'

Case
Our patient - MC, boY, born maY

2004,

First consultation: 12. 12.2007 at

age of 3 l/zyears.

The interview took Place in

the presence of the child - a typical

ADHD case. In five minutes he made

a lot of mess and three grown uP Peo-

ple (mother, familY doctor and mY-

self) were not able to control him even

for a second.

At the age of three and a half Years

he still does not speak any word' Only

some sounds come out of his mouth'

Psycholgical tests (scale ManovarTo-

mova) show slow to borderline PSY-

cho/neurological development, arrest-

ed expressive speech and relatively

well develoPed Passive sPeech'

Very calm till the age of 3 Years'

After that restless, hyperactive, ag-

gressive, angty ifsomething is denied'

Breaks and throws toYs, CHAOSI Im- A calm and quiet babY. Milestones

possible to control, Nothing catches delayed - walking at 1 year 4 months'

his attention except a particular mu-
Family historY GrandParents -

sic channel. Frequent masturbations' 
hvpertensiorL Ischaemic Heart Dis-

Loves travelling by car, > at seasjde' 
"ur",Dances to fast music, but prefers to lis-

ten to slow pop music and tries to imi- Family Dynamics before the de-

tate the singers. The TV must be on livery - information given by the

all the time, otherwise he cries. warm mother: Family consists of two parents

blooded. No control over stool, some- and two boys and matemal grand-

times may show that he has to urinate' mother (MGM)' Parents' relationships

Neurologist discovered that reflexes are warm' good' but the father works

are too exaggerated. Desires sweets as a driver in intemational transport

(+++) and salt (+;. No skin diseases, no and is absent for long periods of time'

reactions to vaccinations. Generar ag- The father cares about the family and

gravation 4 - 6 pm, General > night the children love him' MGM helps a

before going to bed. Perspiration on lot' Everything is normal OK accord-

scalp - profuse. SleeP restless.

SRP - If father is at home, he maY

be very obedient. If the father tells

him to sit quiet, he maY sit quiet for

30 mins, but there is no communica-

tion with the father' There are only

two conditions which can make dif-

ference to this quiet behaviour/ - one

in particular the pop music channel

and the fact that when the father is at

home and has time to pay attention to

this child , the child becomes respon-

sive and obeYs his commands' The

child is also sensitive to the father's

reprimands.

Past HistorY:

Bom with asPhYxia (moderate to

heavy). Three daYs on oxygen ffeat-

ment, seParated from the mother' But

she also does not give any positive in-

formation about the child. Quite the

opposite - she says that the child is re-

sponsible for her terrible condition af-

ter the deliverY.

At the age of 8 months - rePeated

bloody stools. Diagnosis - fructose in-

tolerance.

ing to the mother.

Mother's Personality:

Very soft, dutiful woman. First Preg-
nancy - spontaneous abortion. Second

- pains throughout the PregnancY 
-

had to lay down all the time. Ceasare-

an, very difficult to come around after

the anesthaesia. She lost a lot ofblood'

Traumatizing memories about this'

Third pregnancY (our Patient) 
-

1.6 years after the second. Undesired'

She decided to have a termination

and was given an aPPointment' The

night before the termination she had

a dream - a women in her dream told

her "You should not do this abortion'

This child will look after You when

you become old. "

She cancels the termination and a

lot of anxieties and fears come in dur-

ing the pregnancY-

1. She promised her colleagues she

would come back to work when

her child becomes 2 Years of age'

What will theY saY now when she

tells them that she is Pregnant

again? She {elt resPonsible toward
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tl

her colleagues and friends.

First pregnancy - very problemat-
ic, 9 months in bed, resulting in a
cesarean.

Fear of hemorrhage now and fear
of how the baby will come out, be-
cause it is big. How will she cope
with another cesarean?

Feeling guilty about the mistake
she was about to do - ( abortion).

Fear. Guilt. Reproaching herself.
Weeping very much. Nervous.

Her first child is hyperactive,
needs a lot of attention. Father is not
there. She is getting a lot of help from
her mother and her sister. parents- in
-law are in another country. (Bulgari-
ans from Bessarabia). We were not able
to understand more about the culfur-
al differences and values of the other
family. We have no information about
the dynamics of previous generations
(parents and grandparents families).

Her family doctor said that she
never speaks about parents 

"in 
-law

Father never appeared in the clinic.
The mother never complains about
her husband or her relatives. Mater-
nal grandmother and sister are down
to earth, adequate and helping.

Nature of attachments in familv
(ie: secure, insecure):

Despite the support of her fam_
ily the mother could not get rid of her
anxieties and fears during pregnancy.
\A/hen pains started she postponed go-
ing to the hospital until the last min_
ute. When she finally got there the
uterus was just about to rupfure. A ce_
sarian was done, but she lost a lot of
blood and was almost dying. A blood
transfusion was done.

IzVhen the mother came back to

consciousness and saw the blood infu-
sion, her first thought was:

'All this happened because of the
child. I do not want to see it,,.

You can imagine what happened
inside this womarL who was realizing
that she just delivered a baby and did
not want to see it, and the anger and
reproach she felt towards this small
baby. It was not easy to get this infor-
mation from the mother.

The Father

The child is fulfilling all commands
given by the father. The reaction to the
father is important - it gives us hope
that this child has the potential to im-
prove/ but the role of the father is epi-
sodic. He is at home 2-3 days once in
a month and sometimes comes once in
2-3 months.

It is more important to uniler-
stand the roles of the mother, broth-
er and MGM because they arc there
every day and they are the constant
"forming forces" for this child.

This is important for the selection
of the rubrics and of the remedy.

We have to understand the moth-
er - how she views her situation - a
hyperactive child, of whom she is not
able to control, and not able to reach
his consciousness.

She is trying to do her level best.
She is totally devoted to the children,
has no personal life. No complaints,
everybody is good and plays his role
perfect - her husband, her mother,
her sister. The older child - she nev-
er worries about him, he never gets
ilf he is very understanding although
hyperactive. Her husband was hyper-
active, her nephew also. She does not

want more childrery but the woman in
the dream told her "this boy, when he
grows up, he will take care of you.,,

According to the mother she is
the only one responsible and the only
one who can not cope with the chaos
at this stage of her life. She lost control
over the situation from the verybegin-
ning of the pregnancy, during the de-
livery and now.

Is this really so? FIow can we get
the real picture?

If we only give the remedy to the
child - the simillimum - will this be
enough for successful treatment? It
is obvious that in such cases mothers
also need treatmenf but the usual re-
action is "please first cure my child
and than I can think about myself.,,

We have to give the right reme-
dy to the child and also start working
on the family dynamics and especial-
ly on the mother's models of behav-
ior towards the child and other fami-
ly members. During the first interview
we need to give her the right messages
and initiate the healing process in her
in order to create a better atmosphere
for the effect of the remedy upon the
child.

\rVhat is the remedy? There are
many remedies for hyperactive chil-
dren. Sometimes the homeopath is
sure that the remedy covers the case
more than 90 o/" and we see just very
minimal or no progress.

The right rcmeily has to corre-
spond to the child,s symptoms nnd to
the most ptominent unhealthy fam-
ily dynamics, in this particular case
these are mother's behaztior anil state
of mind..

We gave the homeopathic remedy
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Carcinosin to the child and through-

out the interview we explained to

the mother how her character was

formed, why she is so over responsi-

ble and why this is not good. \44ry she

is reproaching herself, has to be a per-

fectionist and how these guilty feel-

ing works against the progress of the

child, etc."

Some remedies pictures describe

very well the family dlmamics. Such a

remedy is Carcinosin. Many models of

behavior (pattems of reaction) in the

family itself can fix carcinosinbehavior

in a child. \tVhen this child becomes a

parenf the story just continues. These

models are transmitted from genera-

tion to generation unless someone de-

cides to take steps within the family

and get rid of them. If there is no revo-

lution, if there is no awareness about

the dangers of some of these patterns

of behaviour then the homeopath who

sees this is responsible for giving this

information to the parent in the most

adequate and careful way.

(So she is getting the information

about the same remedy, but as family

dynamics analysis of her family on a

conscious level).

The art here is not to tell the

mother directly what you perceive is

wrong with her and her family, but to

use these, same characteristics of her

family dlmamics to give her positive

ideas on how she can change for the

benefit of the whole family and for the

sake of her own development.

We have to make her strong

enough to finally accept the situatiorl

to digest it, to throw out the negative

conditions such as despair, irritabili-

ty, depressiory etc and encourage her

to build her inner personality again.

Without inner stamina she can not
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oppose the chaos around her and the

chaos inside her child. If we do not

take off the guilt curtain around her -

we will not be able to reach the impor-

tant information behind.

There is no value in making state-

ments like "You should know that ev-

erything in the presence of the mother

is recorded in the subconscious level

in the brain if the feotus". 'Yes - it is

very clear that your nervousness was

too big trauma for the child."

In this case we can make a list

of "wrong done" and advise her to di-

minish her guilf etc. We can force her

to convince the husband to change

his job and remain at home. Will this

work? Will it create a better envi-

ronment for the development of the

child?

Maybe not.. This woman does not

need our evaluation. She needs to look

at herself and her family from a differ-

ent perspective. She needs to under-

stand the models of behavior she got

from her parents which they got from

their parentg etc. If the mother under-

stands how complex the reasons are,

she will be able to reduce her guilt,

anger, despair, etc. by understanding

it. We need this improvement in the

mothers outlook for getting a better

result with our patient (the child). Rx

Carc 200 - 3 doses in 3 day.

Fol lowup l  -02.02.08

She enters and says "Thank you - you

brought back my child. He is not in his

own reality anymore. We can be sat-

isfied and relax a little, but we know

that the real work has just began.

His hyperactivity is less. Not de-

structive anymore. He has started to

hug and kiss his relatives (never done

before.) More curious. More open to

the world. Looks actively for children

to play with. Started to pronounce

some words, repeats them. Remem-

bers words very easily. Does not stop

to talk.

Fear of being alone. He can not

sleep alone. If the mother gets up - he

also gets up - it does not matter how

deep he was sleeping.

Rx. Carc 200 - single dose. Pre-

scription is easy and the time of the

consultation is dedicated to the mother
- to see how she changes and in what

direction the family dynamics change.

We see signs of positive change - the

strength in her voice has increased, she

has more confidence as a mother and

is able to give the right messages. Chil-

dren withADHD are usually oversen-

sitive and read the mother's emotions.

If a mother is scolding with words, but

at the same time feels guilty and over-

sympathetic to her child, the child will

never obey to her.

F o l l o w u p 2 - 0 5 . 0 4 . 0 8

The child says many words, repeats

simple verses, sings the songs of his

favourite singers from the music chan-

nel, knows many advertisements and

repeats them. Eats alone. Has small

pimples on the face and cracked left

corner of the mouth.

Mixes with children and is ade-

quate in games. Likes to look at tale

books. Invents new games. Prefers to

play with cars. He expresses love free-

ly, anger, sorrow (hugs, kisses, shrieks

and cries). Obeys authorities (differ-

ent than father).

He does not throw and break

things. If angry he cries and wants to

be hugged. He likes to dance.

The whole body perspires. Sleep



is calm. He is not restless in his sleep
as it was before. Desire for salt (3).

Observation in the clinic - he is
still quite restless, wants to touch ev-
erything, to see.

It is clear that we have to change
the remedy, but the mother is so fasci-
nated by the results she gives many
examples for the progress of the child,
but no clues for the next remedy.

Here again some information
about the family dlmamics helped me
to choose the remedy.

My colleague, Dr. Grozeva, start-
ed to describe how all the children are
taken care of - the maternal grand-
mother is looking after 3 children -

the 2 brothers and their cousin. Three
mischievous boys and one grand-
mother. I asked the mother to describe
for me how the days starf progresses
and finishes for these three children.
What she sees before and after coming
back from work.

The information about fnmily dy-
namics gioes us the possibility to feet
the energy pattern which the patient
is in most of the time.

\tVhat the mother described can be
explained to homeopaths with three
words. Tarenfula's energy pattern -

wild, intensive, restless, endless ener-
gy. This helps us to justify the remedy
for the boy.

Prescription was Tarent 1M 3 dos-
es in one day, although the boy does
not show many characteristics of the
remedy - he is just restless, but not de-
structive, not cunning, not manipula-
tive.

F o l l o w u p S ' 1 2 . 0 7 . 0 8

Restlessness decreased, concentration

is better, knows many new words.

Says simple sentences ("Give me wa-
tet", "Lets go out"). He can mix with
children and follows the games they
play. Knows many car models. Desires
salt and sweets. Rx Tarent 1M.

Fol low up 4 -  30.1 1.08

Full control over stool and urination.

Talks a lot with simple sentences. Still
restless, but can sit for hours and look
at his brothers schoolbooks. Calm
at home, restless outside. Obstinate.
Temper tantrums in the presence of
the mother. Desires waffles (4), salami.
Very thirsty (water and juice)

If father is at home he never has
involuntary urination. Very active at
night - talks and plays till midnight,

even 1. am. Very affectionate. He may
manipulate in order to get attention.
Fear of dogs (after he was attacked by
a dog).

The family doctor says that all
three children always have some
wounds and scratches from the cats
they play with. Rx. Tub 1M

F o l l o w u p 5 - 1 2 . 0 8 . 0 9

The grandmother complains that the
child became more difficult to handle.

Now we have to understand this fact
only in the context of family dlmamics

and understand the opinion of other
members of the familybefore we make
any conclusions and prescriptions.

Talks, goes alone to the toilet.
He is playing with LEGO and builds
houses and parking places for his cars.
Very good orientation about time and
space. He may do something out of
spite. Likes to tease others. Tries to
dictate. Can quietly watch a whole
movie. The child became very curious,
asking for explanations. He does not

allow his grandmother to have rest
in the aftemoon. When he was in his
or,rn world he was not bothering any-
body with questions.

Likes cars very much and at the
same time is afraid of cars and dogs.

Wants to play with older children.
Very good social communication.

Plays very well with the kids.

The Father - in his presence the
child is very calm and quite. He wants
to be with his father.

The Mother - much calmer and at
the same time stronger. She is aware
that the child started to do many things
alone when she started to "change".
She "dares" to go for a walk with the
child. She is able to control him only
by words, which was her dream at the
beginning of the treatment.

Now it is time to draw her atten-
tion to her older child again. At the
beginning we tried but without re-
sult. This child is definitely neglected.
Tacifum, emotionally reserved, nev-
er complains. He was only 1.6 years
old when his brother was born and he
never had proper attention. Mother
never speaks about him.

Once again - it is very important
to draw her attention to the child with-
out any criticism from our side, with-
out creating new themes for brooding
of mother or reproaches from the child
and other relatives to her.

rNhen to prescribe on totality of the
patient and when on the totality of the

family? IMich are the important clues to
ansu)er this question?

The best way is to prescribe
on both simultaneously if ute haoe
enough secure information about
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unhealthy family dynamics. We haae

a clear picture of energy models in the

family and they correspond to the to-

tality of the patient.

Conclusion
L . The family is a live dynamic sys-

tem and whenever a single mem-

ber changes his attitude to the

surroundings the whole family

changes; the dynamic of relation-

ships, the ways of communication

change.

When there is a stable new pat-

tern of family dynamics usually it

is time also for changing the rem-

edy.

The homeopaths have to use spe-

cial communication skills and

techniques in order to understand

family dynamics and to help the

family members to change the

pathological models which cause

or maintain the diseases.

The homeopathic treatment

"opens the door" for understand-

ing the self and the others. It helps

the persons to understand some

behavioral models in the family.

These insights stimulate personal

changes.

Sometimes the patient or the fam-

ily is not ready for a change.

Intuitively he knows how many

changes will occur and feels he is

not ready for this challenge. He

does not want to change the old

models In such cases the patient

decides that he does not need any

homeopathic treatment.

The homeopathic treatment is a

powerful stimulus for change not

only for the one who takes the

remedy, but also for his close rela-

tives.

Family dynamics can be obstacles

to cute, but they may also be the

fundamentals of successful treat-

ment.
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The art of taking the case is much negtected in homeopathy but certainty nol[y:j:lf:
Gray. This encyclopaedic approach to the subject is a major contribution to homeopathic
literature 

Dr Brian Kapran, UK
This book offers a thorough description of the history of homeopathy, and a glimpse into its
future. The author faces contentious lssues dlreclly, and questions existing standards with
rigour. lt leaves the reader impatient to discover what gems the remaining six books in the
seies will contain.

tf I had this book during my days as a homeopathy student, -:':::"r:::1ll;lllll 3
muddled path to acquire my homeopathic case taking skl//s/ This book on Homeopathic
Case taking by Alastair Gray is going to be on the compulsory books /lsted for my BHMS
siudenfs' 

Dr suriyakhatun osman, Maraysia
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